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Letter from the Chair & CEO
Dear Friends of Aidha,
FY 18/19 was another year of growth for Aidha. We especially celebrate our highest ever
number of student enrolments, the successful development of a new impactful programme
for low income local women, and also laying the foundation for further expansion of
programme offerings for foreign domestic workers.
Graduation was again the highlight of our year. Our keynote speaker, multi-disciplinary
presenter, speaker and writer, Anita Kapoor, gave an inspiring address to our students and
this year, for the first time, we had the winners from the Graduation Financial Plan
competition join the Business Plan competition winners in giving moving and inspirational
speeches. Their stories remind us all what challenging life journeys our students are
confronted with but also demonstrate how much it is possible for them to achieve.
Aidha as an organisation also moved forward in its own journey.
For our core course offerings, while we completed the launch of our new curriculum in
2018, we also continue to make improvements to it. Students and mentors provided
feedback through surveys and focus group discussions, and further enhancements to
Module 1 have been completed with enhancements to Module 2 underway.
We also launched a new 7-month course for low income local women in collaboration with
another Singapore charity, Daughters of Tomorrow. Aidha developed the curriculum for
the course and also provided all of the mentors for the classes. The course achieved
strong impact results and a second run is planned for the coming year, with considerable
scaling up anticipated in 2020.
Another exciting development at Aidha is our plan to add a new suite of short courses for
domestic workers to complement our existing programmes. These new courses will be on
specific practical topics relevant to existing students and alumni as well as other domestic
workers new to Aidha. By offering these courses in addition to our long courses, we aim to
both expand and deepen our impact. Work is already underway and the first short course
will be offered in November 2019 and will be on debt management and understanding the
true cost of debt.
In addition to these changes, there were exciting developments in other areas as well. We
have continued to deepened our partnerships with Facebook and Google and digital
marketing remains a key pillar of our outreach efforts. We also enhanced partnerships with
other organisations and churches working with migrants and developed a short
introduction to money management that we offered at our partners’ premises all around
Singapore. Additionally we held workshops for our students hosted by Benefit Cosmetics,
Facebook, Google and Leprino Foods and organised regular zumba and yoga sessions. We
hope to continue with such outreach activities in the coming year as well.
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Letter from the Chair & CEO (cont’d)
We also held a number of events this year in our efforts to build community and raise
awareness of Aidha. In July 2018 we held our first ever Sports Day in collaboration with
HOME, attracting over 300 enthusiastic participants to the event. In November 2018 we
successfully ran the third edition of our annual Unspoken Life photography competition and
exhibition of photographs taken by foreign domestic workers. In addition to cultural
performances by domestic workers, over the course of the exhibition we also held several
screenings of the moving documentary film on domestic workers in Hong Kong, The Helper,
in the nearby Malay Heritage Centre. Our Aidha Tour de Singapore cycling event in May
2019 was one of our most successful in terms of fundraising and participation, and for the
first time ever we also won the Longest Distance Award, for the team riding the longest
distance in the event!
For International Women’s Day we organised more screenings of the Helper. - Oone
evening event co-hosted by Macquarie, Facebook and Prudential, to a capacity crowd at
Facebook’s offices, followed by a lively panel discussion, and another well attended
matinee screening at the Malay Heritage Centre accompanied by poetry readings.
In terms of our overall financial position, the full impact of the significant reduction in
course fees that we instituted in early 2018 was felt this year, with as we had our lowest
level of fee income at theits lowest level for the last five years despite our highest ever
numbers in terms of student enrolment. However, thanks to the support of generous
institutional and individual donors, this was more than compensated for by as we also
achieved the achievement of our highest ever level of funding support. The reduction in
course fees has been part of the strategy to make Aidha’s courses more affordable in order
to encourage more domestic workers to sign up and benefit from our programmes. We
hope to maintain the momentum we have built these past two years and with this greater
support we look forward to being able to continue to expand our programme offerings and
outreach activities.
As always, Aidha’s achievements are only possible thanks to our wonderful team of
dedicated staff, our clear thinking board and our incredible community of committed
volunteers. Thanks to all of you for your contributions to another action-packed year of
growth for Aidha.
Best regards,
Claudine Lim
Chair, Aidha

Jacqueline Loh
CEO, Aidha
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About Aidha
Aidha is a Singapore-registered non-profit organisation with
Institution of Public Character status dedicated to helping lower
income and migrant women create sustainable futures for
themselves through financial education.
Our holistic curriculum focuses on money management and
entrepreneurship as its foundation, as well as practical selfdevelopment skills, including computer literacy and communication
and leadership, to empower women and ensure they have choices.
Our programmes utilise the power of peer support to encourage
learning and behaviour change.
FY 18/19 at a glance
Aidha achieved 808 student enrollments this year, its highest ever
level of enrollments and a 21% increase from FY 17/18.
We launched our enhanced our Module 1 curriculum in Nov 2018
and our enhanced Module 2 curriculum in May 2019. We also
launched a new 2-hour introduction to financial education and
conducted it in collaboration with partners at a variety of venues
around Singapore, reaching out to wider audience of domestic
workers.
Aidha also developed a new 7-month long financial education
curriculum for low-income local women and completed the first pilot
run of the course in collaboration with the local charity Daughters of
Tomorrow. The impact results were strong and there are plans to
significantly scale up the programme in the coming year .
In terms of major outreach and community building activities we held
our first ever Sports Day event for foreign domestic workers in July
2018 with over 300 participants, held the third annual Aidha
Photography Competition, Unspoken Life, in Nov 2018 with close to
300 visitors, and also gathered over 100 riders for a very successful
Aidha Tour de Singapore cycle team that participated as part of OCBC
Cycle in May 2019, winning the team Longest Distance Award for the
first time.
Financial support from individual donors, grants and corporate
partnerships maintained momentum from last year and Aidha
achieved its highest ever level of funding support.
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Our Campus
Our impact:
1133 classes taught by 226 mentors
to 1258 students
English
207 students
Module 1
644 students

Improving Your English
123 classes taught by
16 mentors

Money
Management 1
138 classes
taught by
39 mentors

Comms &
Confidence
141 classes
taught by 39
mentors

Essential
Computer Skills
283 classes
taught by
78 mentors

Module 2
301 students

Money Management 2
146 classes taught by
18 mentors

Communications &
Leadership
146 classes taught by
18 mentors

Module 3
106 students

Business Strategy
78 classes taught by
9 mentors

Business Operations
78 classes taught by
9 mentors

We enrolled 808 new students
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Theory of Change Model
OUTPUT
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What
we
Invest
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Financial
Edu
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ICT

Time

Personal
Development

Money
Research
Materials

Who
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What
we do

Female
Domestic
Workers

Business
Management

How
many
times

Tech

Short
term
results

Medium
term

Long
term

Medium
term
results

Ultimate
impact

Financially
Sustainable
Futures

Two Sun
per
month
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module

Increase
saving
Reduce
debts
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personal
and
household
income

Two
modules
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whole
course

Increase
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months
per
module

Equipment

Short
term

Increase
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network
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Our Community
Aidha operations are managed by a small and passionate team comprising the CEO, seven
full time and two part-time staff members. Below is the staff composition as of 30 June
2019.
CEO
Jacqueline Loh

Comms
Ida Supahat

Student
Affairs

Director,
Marketing &

Paula
Samtaney

Partnerships
Jeanne Bellec

Director,
Programmes &
Development
Vacant

Campus Ops
Janet
Evangelista/
Roland Yap

HR and
Volunteer
Management
Wendy Ng

Finance
and Admin
Ophelie Grollier

Programmes &
Marketing
Manager
Vacant

Volunteers

The staff team is supported by a large community of Aidha volunteers who generously give
their time and energy to enable Aidha to successfully operate and grow. The contributions
of our volunteers are highly valued and we show our gratitude by organising networking
events, responding to the their input and suggestions, and soliciting their feedback to help
our volunteers enjoy their experience at Aidha.

Volunteering opportunities at Aidha
Mentors: Talented and passionate volunteers who share their time and expertise
facilitating the Sunday classes and nurturing our students through our programmes.
Office volunteers: Contribute time on weekdays, assisting the staff team with day to day
operations and special projects.
Trainees: Aidha’s alumni who want to continue being involved with Aidha. They are the face
of Aidha at the campus on Sundays and offer critical operational support, welcoming and
registering new students and ensuring classes run smoothly.
Interns/Special Projects: We welcome interns and short-term volunteers to spend one to
three months with us sharing their knowledge and enthusiasm in support of our operations
or in undertaking special projects.
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Our Community (cont’d)
14

attendees at
volunteer
orientations go on
to become mentors

Institutional
supporters:

56

English
Class
Mentors
trained

68% of

Money
Management
mentors
trained

52

AustCham, Barclays,
Benefit Cosmetics,
Blackrock, BNY Mellon,
Capital Group, Cargill,
Duff and Phelps, Experian,
Facebook, Google,
Kadence, Linklaters,
Macquarie, Manan Trust,
MasterCard, MOM, NCSS,
Tote Board, Wellington,
WITS

Computer
Skills
mentors
trained

30

Business
Operations/
Strategy
mentors
trained

220

Individual
supporters
raised
$191,692

Event
Volunteers

31

Comms
Mentors
trained
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Our Research
Impact Assessment Research
Since 2014, with the aid of our corporate partner, Kadence International, Aidha has been
systematically measuring its impact against our Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). The KPIs
are in the areas of: ICT Literacy, Financial Capability, Confidence and Social Capital, and
Business Management.
We believe that robust measurement demonstrates how our programmes impact our
students as well as provides the high levels of transparency we strive to provide to our
donors, supporters and volunteers.

91% of our students

owned a productive
asset back home at the
end of M3

25% or our
students owned a
business by the end
of M3

85% of M2
students save part of
their income every
month

Note: Above figures are from survey data from 2018 and 2019.
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Our Research (cont’d)
Results show positive progress across our main KPIs: student confidence, financial control,
business capability, computer literacy and social capital.
The KPIs also indicate the students have increased confidence as they progress through
the Modules.

Business

Financial control

2.7

Registrants

3.1

3.3

M1

M2

3.5
2.6

M3

Registrants

3.0

M1

3.3

3.5

M2

M3

Computer usage
3.3

3.5

3.6

M1

M2

M3

2.7

Registrants

Note: Average scores derived from 5pt scale with 5 being the maximum score; above figures are
from survey data from 2018 and 2019.
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Our Research (cont’d)
Confidence is one of the areas where Aidha seeks to make an impact through
its curriculum. Our students identified an improvement in their confidence
levels as one of their main achievements. Employers, mentors and volunteers
too have observed how students’ confidence levels have increased over the
course of the programme.

confidence in
communication
with others rose
by 40% at the
end of M2

66% are
confident in
using internet or
communicating
online at the end
of M2

% of students
very confident in
managing money
doubles by
the end of M2

Note: Above figures are from survey data from 2018 and 2019.
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Our Fundraising
FY 18/19 has been a strong year for fundraising thanks to the committed support of
our long term partners and individual donors as well as the development of
important new partnerships. Overall we managed to generate $722,610 in funding
support in FY 18/19 compared to $636,438 in FY 17/18.

Grants
Over the course of the year, our generous institutional partners contributed grants
and donations that offered critical assistance to cover our full programme costs as
the fees we charge our students cover less than 25% of actual costs. We are
extremely grateful to our supporters who include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AustCham
Barclays
Benefit Cosmetics
Blackrock
BNY Mellon
Capital Group
Duff and Phelps

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Experian
Facebook
Google
Linklaters
Macquarie
Manan Trust
Mastercard

• Ministry of Manpower
• National Council of
Social Services
• Tote Board
• Wellington Foundation

Fundraising Events:
FY 18/19 has been busy in terms of fundraising and community events with the
objective to raise awareness about Aidha’s financial education programmes, recruit
new donors and supporters, gather the community and raise funds to support our
courses and key initiatives in 2019.
Aidha’s 2018 Gift of Education Campaign: During the festive season (Christmas and
Chinese New Year), we ran our annual fundraising campaign to encourage our
friends, supporters and the general public to make a special gift to support
women’s empowerment and help more FDWs to create a financially secure future.
One of the highlights of the campaign was the Aidha Photography Exhibition at the
end of November featuring photos taken by Foreign Domestic Workers, including
Aidha students. Featured photographs were available for sale with all proceeds
going towards the Aidha’s 2018 Gift of Education campaign.
The campaign started on 1st November and continued to the end of Feb 2019 with
a first phase taking place around Christmas and a second phase taking place around
Chinese New Year.
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Our Fundraising (cont’d)
International Women’s Day Movie Screening: On 7 March 2019, Aidha, Facebook,
Macquarie and Prudential collaborated to celebrate International Women’s Day 2019 at
Facebook’s office. The event was attended by 170 guests who were all there to watch a
special screening of The Helper documentary, a film on the lives of several domestic
workers in Hong Kong, and attend an insightful panel discussion afterwards. The event
helped to raise awareness about the journey of foreign domestic workers and raised
$5000 to support Aidha’s life-changing programmes.

Aidha’s Tour de Singapore 2019 as part of OCBC Cycle on 12 May 2019: Over 100 riders
participated in the 2019 edition of the Aidha Tour de Singapore within OCBC Cycle. Riders
from ANZA Cycling Club, Barclays, Cargill, Duff & Phelps, Deutsche Bank, students,
volunteers and supporters joined the Aidha team for the 42km Sportive Ride and cycled
in support of Aidha’s financial education programmes. Team Aidha was awarded the
Longest Distance Award, hitting 3,402 km!
Thanks to the efforts of all the riders and supporters, and the generous match from
Barclays, we raised over $52,000 which will be further boosted by a 20% match from
Toteboard.
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Our Fundraising (cont’d)
Fundraising throughout the Year
In FY 18/19, many wonderful and generous supporters gave their time and energy to
organise several fundraising initiatives to raise much-needed funds for our
programmes. They included:
•
•
•
•

Benefit Cosmetics fundraised $36,202 for Aidha as part of its May “Bold is
Beautiful” campaign
Women’s International Tennis Singapore raised $5,030
Linklaters raised $3,480 as part of their Mount Kinabalu climbing expedition
Students at Tanglin Trust International School raised $1,986
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Our Fundraising (cont’d)
Cultivating Partnerships
We would like to extend our deep gratitude to all our supporters and partners, whose
dedication and generosity helped us to provide our students with the opportunity to
prepare brighter futures for themselves, their families and communities.
• The Deutsche Bank Scholarship Fund continues to fund scholarships to lower the
cost of attending Aidha thanks to Deutsche Bank’s contribution through its
‘Donate One Day’ initiative.
• Facebook has been a very supportive partner throughout the years. This year, we
organised a successful workshop in January opened to Aidha students and other
domestic workers and also co-organised a movie screening for International
Women’s Day. They also continued to donate free credits to run Facebook ad
campaigns in order to increase our reach and support our enrolment initiatives.
• Google has also been a long-time partner of Aidha. In April 2019, Google
conducted a workshop for Aidha students and other foreign domestic workers to
learn to use Google apps and products to track savings and expenses. Additionally
Google has provided us with Google Adwords credits.
• In April 2018, we launched for the first time a Module 1 weekday class in
partnership with BNY Mellon. A group of 18 students joined this first edition with
BNY Mellon providing all of the volunteer mentors for this batch as well as hosting
the class at their offices.
• Benefit Cosmetics held a marketing workshop for Aidha students in May 2019 as
part of their “Bold is Beautiful” campaign.
• Prudential seconded a full-time staff member to Aidha for an entire year who
made an invaluable contribution to the team.
• Three of Aidha’s partners, Facebook, Macquarie Group and Prudential, came
together to organise the screening of The Helper documentary followed by an
insightful panel discussion to celebrate International Women’s Day 2019.
• BlackRock invited Aidha to present its mission and programmes during a
fundraising yoga session in May 2019.
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Our Outreach
Our outreach activities focused on raising awareness of Aidha’s programmes amongst
the FDW community as well as employers and the general public. This year we
alternated Open Houses on campus and outreach events in partnerships with other
organisations. While we continued to reinforce our presence on digital platforms to
reach out to more FDWs, we launched the Aidha’s new website in August 2018 and we
have actively worked on the implementation of a CRM solution for early 2020.
We have also pursued efforts to showcase students’ success stories, Aidha’s
programmes and our dedicated volunteering community through social media and
media coverage.
Our initiatives in FY 18/19:
❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

Coverage on online, print and broadcast media platforms such as Business Times,
Channel News Asia, Berita Harian, Expat Living, Sassy Mama, MoneyFM 89.3 and
others.
Launched the new Aidha website to offer a better user experience and increase our
reach (mobile optimization, modern look and feel, more call-to-action oriented with
online registration process, new content). The new website was launched in Aug
2018.
Increasing engagement with students and volunteers through social media
campaigns such as #FacesofAidha. Aidha has reached more than 17K likes on FB,
over 1200 followers on IG and LinkedIn.
Strengthen our partnerships with Facebook and Google to run effective digital
marketing campaigns in order to raise awareness and support enrolments.
Increased number of visitors and other key metrics on Aidha’s website (time spent,
number of page views, etc.) thanks to the new website and supported by our efforts
to generate traffic via Google search (we run SEM campaigns to increase visibility
thanks to Google Ads grant) and social media (mainly thanks to our FB campaigns
and FB activity).
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Our Outreach (cont’d)
❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

As a partner of Facebook and #SheMeansBusiness, Facebook and Aidha organised a
workshop focused on digital safety and content creation open to all FDWs on 27 Jan
2019.
We launched the Student Ambassador and Volunteer Ambassador programmes
respectively in March and June 2019 to help increase Aidha’s visibility by leveraging
on our wonderful and dedicated students and volunteers.
Participation in the 9th Foreign Domestic Workers Day organised by FAST and held
on 21 Oct 2018 which was attended by over 8,000 domestic workers from different
nationalities.
We also organised a series of outreach events / Open Houses on campus in
collaboration with partners: Sports Day in collaboration with HOME in Jul 2018, a
screening of the Helper documentary and mini showcase by poets and
photographers for International Women’s Day in Mar 2019.
We also participated in events outside the campus organised by our partners: the
screening by Air Amber of the documentary, Soufra, on a group of entrepreneurial
refugee women, the Sassy Mama Helper Appreciation Fair in Sep 2018, CDE Fair in
Oct 2018, Money Management game and info session with a Sri Lankan Church in
Feb 2019, workshop in partnership with Facebook in Jan 2019, workshop with
Google in Apr 2019, introductory workshops on financial education with CDE, ACMI,
Filipino Family Network, Indonesian Family Network, “Women of Shakti” (South
Asian FDWs) and Redemption Hill Church.
Produced and organised Aidha’s third annual Unspoken Life photography
competition and exhibition as part of our annual Gift of Education campaign and to
celebrate the hidden talents of foreign domestic workers in Singapore.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS –
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
Financial Year ended 30TH JUNE, 2019

Income
Course Fee Income

122,571

Donations, Fundraising and
Sponsorship Income

722,610

Other Income

3,701

Total Income

848,882

Expenditure
92,617

Rental
Staff Costs

409,375

Other Operating Expenses

115,897

Total Expenditure

617,889

Total Surplus/(Deficit) for the year

230,993
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS –
FIVE YEAR TREND AND OUR RESERVES POLICY
Financial Year ended 30TH JUNE, 2019
Five Year Trend

In FY 16/17 Aidha made the strategic decision to significantly lower its fees in order
to make its courses more accessible, knowing that this would lead to a decline in its
income from course fees. To mitigate this decline in fee income, Aidha also
increased its fundraising efforts. In these last few years, even with a steady decline
in fee income, Aidha has managed a net surplus.

Reserves Policy
The primary objective of Aidha’s fund management is to maintain an adequate fund
base so as to support its operations. Aidha monitors its cash flow and overall
liquidity position on a continuous basis. Our Reserves Policy is to build up reserves
to the equivalent of at least one year of operating expenditure.
FY 18/19

FY 17/18

Increase /
(Decrease)

Unrestricted Funds: Capital Fund and Accumulated Fund

540,569

342,998

58%

Restricted Fund: Others

33,422

0

100%

Total Funds

573,991

342,998

67%

Ratio of Reserves to Annual Operating Expenditure

0.93

0.50

86%
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Our Priorities in FY 19/20
Over the coming year, we aim to:

• increase our student enrolment,

reaching more foreign domestic workers (FDWs) in Singapore

• to do so we will deepen and expand partnerships
to connect to communities/networks of FDWs and employers …

•as well strengthen our messaging and
positioning to FDWs and employers, particularly through digital
marketing efforts and the development of a CRM system

•we will also develop a new suite of complementary
short course offerings to broaden our reach and also
provide more financial education content to students, alumni and the
broader FDW community

•enhance our support to alumni with an even more
ambitious Accelerator programme

•scale up our programme for low-income local women
•continue to grow our core portfolio of funding partners
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Corporate Information
Aidha

Was set up on the 19 July 2006 as a society and
incorporated as a company limited by guarantee on
29 March 2010. It was registered under the Charities
Act on 13 January 2011 and became an Institution of
Public Character on 15 April 2015.
UEN: 201006653E

Registered Address
Board

748A North Bridge Road
Singapore 198716

Date First
Appointed

Profession

Board Meeting
Attendance

Claudine Lim
(Chair)

29 Mar 2010

COO, Infraco Asia

3/3

Saleemah Ismail
(Treasurer)

29 Mar 2010

Executive Director, New
Life Stories

2/3

Clarence
Singam-Zhou

29 Mar 2010

CEO, First Abu Dhabi Bank
Asia Pacific

1/3

Chen Weiwen

8 Nov 2011

Senior Director, Essilor
Singapore

3/3

Paul Davies

29 Jun 2015

Advisor, Ten Group

2/3

Yvonne Chan

14 Jun 2017

Head of Marketing, Asia
Pacific, CBRE

1/3

Jason Leow

14 Jun 2017

Head Corporate Affairs
and Communications, GIC

3/3

Cheam Shou Sen

Jacqueline
Loh (since
2 Aug 2016)
27 Jul
2018 Director,
Barclays
Investment Bank

CEO
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Corporate Information
Director’s
interest

A Director may contract with and be interested in
any contract or proposed contract with the
Company and shall not be liable to account for any
profit made by him by reason of any such contract,
provided that the nature of the interest of the
Director in any such contract be declared at a
meeting of the Board of Directors as required by
section 156 of the Act. A Director shall not vote in
respect of any contract or arrangement in which he
is interested, and such Director shall not be taken
into account in ascertaining weather a quorum is
present. A Director should withdraw from a
meeting which decides or involves a discussion of a
contract or arrangement in which he is interested.

Auditor

S B Tan Audit PAC

Corporate
Secretary

Accede Corporate Services Pte. Ltd.

Bank

Standard Chartered Bank
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Our Partners
Archdiocesan Commission for the Pastoral Care of Migrants & Itinerant People
(ACMI)
Australian Chamber of Commerce (AustCham)
Aware
Barclays
Benefit Cosmetics
Blackrock
BNY Mellon
Breast Cancer Foundation
Capital Group
Capsule Collections Pte Ltd
Cargill
Centre for Domestic Employees
Complete Healthcare International
Corporate Wellbeing
Daughters of Tomorrow
Duff and Phelps
Eight Four Capital
Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia
Embassy of the Republic of the Philippines
Embassy of The Republic of the Union of Myanmar
Essilor Vision Foundation
Experian
Facebook
Foreign Domestic Worker Association for Social Support and Training (FAST)
Google
Guavapass
High Commission of Sri Lanka
HOME
Kadence International
Leprino Foods
Linklaters
Macquarie Group
Manan Trust
MasterCard
Ministry of Manpower
PayPal
Redemption Hill Church
Tote Board
United World College of SEA
We Are Caring
Wellington Foundation
Women’s International Tennis Singapore (WITS)
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